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Abstract

The spatial and angular emission patterns of artificial and natural light emitted, scattered, and reflected from the Earth at night

are far more complex than those for scattered and reflected solar radiation during daytime. Here we demonstrate (through

examples) that there is additional information contained in the angular distribution of emitted light. We argue that this

information could be used to improve existing remote sensing retrievals based on night lights, and in some cases could make

entirely new remote sensing analyses possible. We encourage researchers and funding agencies to pursue further study of how

multi-angle views can be analyzed or acquired.
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Key Points:55

• Remote sensing using the visible band at night is more complex than during the56

daytime, especially due to the variety of artificial lights.57

• Views of night lights intentionally taken from multiple angles provide several ad-58

vantages over near-nadir or circumstantial view geometries.59

• Night light remote sensing would benefit from greater consideration of the role view-60

ing geometry plays in the observed radiance.61
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Abstract62

The spatial and angular emission patterns of artificial and natural light emitted, scat-63

tered, and reflected from the Earth at night are far more complex than those for scat-64

tered and reflected solar radiation during daytime. Here we demonstrate (through ex-65

amples) that there is additional information contained in the angular distribution of emit-66

ted light. We argue that this information could be used to improve existing remote sens-67

ing retrievals based on night lights, and in some cases could make entirely new remote68

sensing analyses possible. We encourage researchers and funding agencies to pursue fur-69

ther study of how multi-angle views can be analyzed or acquired.70

Plain Language Summary71

When satellites take images of Earth, they usually do so from directly above (or72

as close to it as is reasonably possible). In this paper, we show that for studies based on73

imagery of Earth at night, it would be beneficial to take several images of the same area74

at different angles within a short period of time. For example, different types of lights75

shine in different directions (street lights usually shine down, while video advertisements76

shine sideways), and tall buildings can block the view of a street from some viewing an-77

gles. Additionally, since different viewing directions pass through different amounts of78

air, imagery at multiple angles can be used to extract information about aerosols, as well79

as artificial and natural night sky brightness. The main point of the paper is to encour-80

age researchers, funding agencies, and space agencies to think about what new possibil-81

ities could be achieved in the future with night lights views at different angles.82

1 Introduction83

Imagery of the Earth at night in the visible band provides unique data for remote84

sensing, especially because of the intrinsic connection between artificial light and human85

activity (Levin et al., 2020). The light field associated with Earth’s night is, however,86

far more complex than that for the daytime. For example, the radiance of a night light87

scene often changes by up to 5 or 6 orders of magnitude over a distance of a few centime-88

ters (Figure 1). In addition, while the physics of light propagation in the atmosphere is89

identical, the source distribution is not. Instead of the (comparatively) simple angular90

distribution of reflected sunlight, the hundreds of millions to billions (Zissis & Kitsinelis,91

2009; Zissis et al., 2021) of artificial lights of Earth that emit some or all of their light92

outdoors have unique angular emission distribution functions, each of which vary over93

time (Dobler et al., 2015; Meier, 2018; X. Li et al., 2020). While this complication can94

be a challenge when working with night lights, it also provides an opportunity: night light95

imagery acquired at multiple angles contains information that could potentially be ex-96

tracted via remote sensing. For the past year, our group has been discussing these pos-97

sibilities in a series of online meetings. This article presents a summary of our discus-98

sions, and is intended to highlight the potential benefits of multi-angle night light im-99

agery to the remote sensing community.100

Existing night lights imagery (e.g. the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite101

Day/Night Band, Elvidge, Baugh, Zhizhin, & Hsu, 2013) have often been acquired at102

multiple angles. However, this has in general been a feature related to the acquisition103

of a wide swath, not an intentional design decision. It also results in an unfortunate cor-104

relation between overpass time and imaging angle (Tong et al., 2020). In this article, we105

consider the possibilities that would arise if we had access to intentional multi-angle views106

acquired at similar overpass times. This could, for example, be a satellite instrument sim-107

ilar to the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer, which views 9 different angles dur-108

ing its (daytime) overpass (Diner et al., 1998), or alternatively imagery from aerial plat-109

forms, including airplanes (C. Kyba et al., 2013), helicopters (Wuchterl & Reithofer, 2017),110

stratospheric balloons (Walczak et al., 2021), and drones, which are especially useful in111
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Figure 1. Aerial photo taken over Berlin on March 15, 2012. The dynamic range of night

scenes is extremely large, ranging from diffuse reflection of starlight and skyglow from unlit sur-

faces (which appear black here due to underexposure), to direct views of the radiant elements

of luminaires (e.g. the overexposed bright point). The variation over small spatial scales also

extreme, as transitions related to individual light sources and shadows can have widths of cen-

timeters or even smaller.

–4–
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Figure 2. Three possible views of the identical unlit area located 2 km from a monochromatic

(550 nm) light source. In each panel, the white arrow shows the direct light path from the emit-

ter to the sensor. The top panels (a-c) are for a point source, the bottom panels (d-f) are for a

vertical Lambertian emitter. The colors indicate the weighted scattering density into the line of

sight within the vertical plane that includes the location of the source and observer. The black

histograms show the contribution to the detected radiance as a function of the distance along

the viewing path. Azimuthal symmetry is assumed, although this is often not be the case for real

light sources. The atmospheric model includes Mie scattering according to the Henyey-Greenstein

phase function with g=0.6, an aerosol optical depth of 0.3, and an aerosol scale height of 2.2 km.

the case of oblique and limb views (Bouroussis & Topalis, 2020; X. Li et al., 2020). We112

have identified three areas where multi-angle views will provide particular benefits: first,113

remote sensing of atmospheric and Earth surface properties, second, spatial analyses us-114

ing night lights, and third, evaluations of the properties of artificial lights, and their en-115

vironmental impacts. Our goal here is to present ideas for what could be accomplished116

with idealized multi-angle night light sensors – in the real world, further evaluation will117

be needed to test if the benefit of obtaining multi-angle views is worth the additional cost118

in time (for aerial platforms) or complexity (making satellites more expensive).119

2 Remote sensing of atmospheric and Earth surface properties120

As a first example of how multi-angle views contain additional information that121

can be extracted through remote sensing, consider the scattering of artificial light by at-122

mospheric aerosols. Figure 2 depicts observations of an unlit location situated 2 km from123

a light source. As long as the light source is bright, the sensor will detect radiance above124

the natural background (de Miguel et al., 2020; Z. Wang et al., 2021), but this radiance125

is sometimes larger when the viewing path passes through the atmosphere above the source126

(Figures 2a and 2d). Multi-angle observations of both the light source itself and nearby127

unlit areas can provide information about extinction, bulk aerosol optical depth, the scat-128

tering phase function, aerosol particle size number distribution in the air column (Kocifaj129

& Bará, 2020). Multi-angle views would therefore enhance retrievals of aerosol proper-130

ties at night in areas using artificial light. Sensitive night lights satellites could also re-131

motely sense aerosol properties in unlit areas using scattered moonlight, which is espe-132

cially advantageous in arctic areas during polar night. While some preliminary work has133

begun in this area (J. Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019; Cavazzani et al., 2020; Zhou134

et al., in review), much more theoretical and experimental work is needed.135
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In the same way that scattered moonlight can provide information about aerosols,136

reflected lunar light can be used to estimate the bi-directional reflectance distribution137

function (BRDF) at high latitudes during polar night (J. Li et al., 2021). This data could138

help fill in gaps in daytime BRDF estimation in cloudy areas, but it is especially use-139

ful as a source of BRDF information at middle latitudes during winter, and in arctic ar-140

eas during the polar night. Such data would improve both snow retrievals and the dis-141

crimination of snow and clouds. Presently, daytime observations of BRDF are used to142

correct night images that include moonlight (Román et al., 2018). This application would143

of course be improved with multi-angle observations of reflected moonlight, and the im-144

proved correction would have two knock-on advantages for remote sensing using artifi-145

cial light. First, improved moonlight correction (Miller & Turner, 2009) would improve146

the stability (i.e. reduce the noise) of corrected imagery. Second, departures from the147

expected lunar signal often indicate artificial light, so the effective sensitivity for observ-148

ing artificial light in snowy regions can be greatly increased over what is possible in tem-149

perate areas.150

A major opportunity in multi-angle satellite views is that they can exhibit paral-151

lax displacement relative to the reference ellipsoid. The magnitude of this displacement152

depends on the viewing geometry and the object’s height, which means that it is pos-153

sible to remotely sense the height of a light emitting (or scattering) object. One of sev-154

eral possible uses of this phenomena is remotely sensing the altitude and motion (i.e. hor-155

izontal phase speed) of gravity waves, which play a major role in energy transfer in the156

atmosphere, and therefore impact weather and climate. The modulation of nightglow157

by gravity waves at elevations near the mesopause (about 87-90 km) is detectable on moon-158

free nights in night imagery (Miller et al., 2013, 2015). Near simultaneously acquired multi-159

angle observations of nightglow would therefore provide a great advance over the cur-160

rently available single angle views in characterizing the phase speed and associated en-161

ergy/momentum properties of these waves.162

3 Spatial analyses using night lights163

Information from parallax observations is also useful for light sources located closer164

to the Earth’s surface. When objects are known to be located on or very close to Earth’s165

surface (e.g. illuminated streets), the combination of multi-angle views and an elevation166

database would allow more precise geolocation, resulting in less movement of permanent167

features from one observation to the next, and therefore more stable time series (see e.g.168

Coesfeld et al., 2018). In areas with considerable vertical relief, multi-angle views would169

therefore provide improved position detection for bright natural sources like fires and lava170

flows. This may benefit monitoring and fighting of wildfires, which are generally less ac-171

tive at night (but nevertheless best detected using the visual band or the combination172

of visible and infrared, Elvidge, Zhizhin, Baugh, Hsu, & Ghosh, 2019; J. Wang et al., 2020).173

Multi-angle night light views can also contribute information to land use and land174

cover analyses. For example, the angular distribution of artificial light reflected from the175

street surface is dramatically different compared to that for light emitted from vertical176

surfaces (e.g. commercial high rise buildings). Multi-angle views could therefore be use-177

ful in differentiating between commercial from residential buildings or areas in city cen-178

ters (especially at high resolution). In addition, a more consistent picture of urban light179

emissions could be obtained with multiple views, because the strong variations in the180

angular distribution of light emissions can be directly accounted for (X. Li et al., 2019;181

Solbrig et al., 2020; Tong et al., 2020). In terms of land cover, it is helpful when BRDF182

information is obtained in a single overpass, rather than over several days of observa-183

tions at different accidental angles. This avoids the issue of observing through different184

atmospheres, and under different conditions (e.g. moonlight, snow melting, or vegeta-185

tion phenology). A day/night band instrument with multiple angle views might there-186

fore be of considerable interest during the spring leaf out, when BRDF changes very rapidly.187
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Away from the land surface, another well-known remote sensing application of night-188

time light imagery is the detection of boats (Elvidge et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2019). This189

application is more difficult on moonlit nights, especially in the area near the lunar spec-190

ular reflection (Elvidge et al., 2015). Multi-angle views would therefore allow better de-191

tection of (especially smaller) boats on moonlit nights, as the target is only in the spec-192

ular reflection region for some observing angles. In addition, in ocean areas with frequent193

broken cloud cover, multi-angle views increase the chance that at least one of the obser-194

vation angles will have a clear view of the surface.195

4 Evaluating impact and properties of artificial lights196

In some cases, researchers are interested in obtaining information about the sources197

of artificial lights themselves, or using night lights data for studying environmental im-198

pact. For example, while we know that total global artificial light emissions are increas-199

ing (C. C. Kyba et al., 2017), it is unclear which lighting applications are responsible for200

the growth, as even the existing relative fraction of light emissions from different types201

of sources is not well known (Bará et al., 2018; C. Kyba et al., 2020). Multi-angle im-202

agery contains some information about the light types, since different types have differ-203

ent upward angular radiance distributions (e.g. billboards vs reflected streetlight). This204

complements multi-spectral imagery, which is also important in this context (Elvidge et205

al., 2007; Sánchez de Miguel et al., 2019; De Meester & Storch, 2020). Furthermore, since206

lighting practice has strong geographical variations at both continental (Falchi et al., 2019)207

and local (C. Kyba et al., 2020) scale, better understanding of lighting character based208

on multi-angle views stands to benefit all of the remote sensing applications based on209

night lights (e.g. population or GDP, Gibson, Olivia, & Boe-Gibson, 2020). Given that210

temporal practices in lighting differ around the world, the interpretation of multi-angle211

views assembled in a short time span over a single overpass is much more straightfor-212

ward than is currently the case (i.e. via different viewing angles obtained on different213

dates and times).214

The 3D structure of artificially lit areas has a major factor on observations of ar-215

tificial lights from high altitudes (Figure 3), as objects can partially or entirely block the216

view of a light source or surface reflection from above (Coesfeld et al., 2018; Levin et al.,217

2020; Z. Wang et al., 2021). Geographic variations in the urban structure (e.g. height218

of buildings and width of streets) mean that the blocking effect varies within cities and219

between countries and continents. Similarly, leaf area cover changes often result in sea-220

sonal effects in blocking (and therefore time series), and the presence and heights of trees221

(relative to light sources) differs on small geographic scales. In principle, (in areas with-222

out rapid construction) additional information such as 3D models could be used to es-223

timate the impact of blocking, to account for it, and reduce the variability in night light224

imagery. Multi-angle observations would be critical for verifying that such corrections225

work properly.226

Drones are likely of particular use in analyses directly related to artificial lights them-227

selves. They can operate on cloudy nights, and provide multi-angle views with much higher228

resolution than is possible from space (including in the horizontal direction), which makes229

them ideal for quantification of the light field in 3D space (Bouroussis & Topalis, 2020).230

One example where this is likely the case is in the area of ecological light pollution (Longcore231

& Rich, 2004). Animals, for example, do not view the world in nadir view, but rather232

look forward and to the side (Van Doren et al., 2017; Vandersteen et al., 2020). Infor-233

mation about how lights appear in the forward view is therefore important for under-234

standing animal attraction. Similarly, if there are epidemiological impacts of light shin-235

ing into bedrooms (e.g. Gabinet & Portnov, 2021), then information about horizontal236

emissions is more relevant than that for light emitted towards zenith. This is an area where237

citizen science could perhaps benefit nighttime remote sensing, as citizens have views of238

light emission at many different azimuth and elevation angles from their homes.239
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a b c
Figure 3. Three views of the same area of downtown Chicago photographed from the Inter-

national Space Station on January 28, 2016 taken between 2:44:43 and 2:45:38 local time. North

is upward, and the images were taken from the northwest (a, 312◦), north (b, 354◦), and east (c,

105◦). The image numbers are iss046e25703, iss046e25710, and iss046e25716, and are courtesy

the Earth Science and Remote Sensing Unit, NASA Johnson Space Center.

Our final example of a field that would benefit from multi-angle views is the study240

of artificial night sky brightness (skyglow, Falchi et al., 2016). The angular distribution241

of light escaping above obstacles is one of the most critical parameters in skyglow sim-242

ulation (Aubé, 2015), as the path length through the atmosphere (and therefore the scat-243

tering probability) vary extraordinarily with emission angle (Cinzano et al., 2000; Lug-244

inbuhl et al., 2009). Existing skyglow models have used estimated factors for blocking245

(Aubé & Simoneau, 2018), or inferred it indirectly from observations (Falchi et al., 2016;246

Kocifaj et al., 2019). However, these methods (at present) do not realistically account247

for the geographic variability in obstacle properties. Direct measurement of the upward248

light emission using multi-angle views is therefore critically important for the progress249

of this field. Due to the emissions decrease over the course of the night, multi-angle views250

on short time scales from satellites, balloons, and especially drones (e.g. X. Li et al., 2020)251

may be preferable to the longer timescales of airplane based surveys (C. Kyba et al., 2013).252

Finally, if a sensor has multi-angle capabilities combined with high resolution and high253

sensitivity, then the “light dome” of a city can be directly observed (de Miguel et al., 2020)254

by viewing unlit areas with low reflectance such as rivers and parks (as in the example255

of Figure 2).256

5 Conclusion257

The examples shown here demonstrate how intentional acquisition of multi-angle258

views of night lights on short time scales can provide new information compared to ex-259

isting night lights datasets. This information will enable some entirely new remote sens-260

ing applications of night lights, and can improve the results of many others (e.g. by re-261

ducing the variability in night lights time series). In many cases, a combined package of262

multi-angle observation and analysis will offer additional advantages over the imagery263

alone. An example of this is remote sensing of nighttime aerosol properties, which can264

be fed back via an aerosol correction to sharpen night light imagery (Bu et al., 2019).265

We encourage researchers and funding agencies to consider how multi-angle views from266

existing platforms can be analyzed (or acquired), and we hope to see the development267

of future night light satellites that perform intentional multi-angle acquisitions over short268

time scales.269
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